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Neolithic to Information
Asset evolution
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The global information age brings a paradigm shift in what drives 
business value.

How do we think of data today?

“Top-performing companies were 15 times more likely to apply analytics to strategic decisions than 
their underperforming peers…IBM's analysis also discovered having what they termed superior data 
governance -- assuring that data definitions were clear, relevant and accepted -- is critical the 
success for top performers. By a factor of three to one, the study found that top performers were 
much more sophisticated in their approach to governing organizational information relative to lower 
performing companies (42 percent versus 14 percent).”
(c) 2009. Close-Up Media, Inc. All rights reserved. IBM Study: Businesses that Applied Analytics-Derived Insights Do 
Better

We think of data only as a “tool” used to support 
the creation of strategy and to support business 
transactions.

In the global information age data is the primary 
asset to manage.

Pre-information age

Global information age
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Data is proliferating at a rapid and ever-increasing pace.
Proliferation of data

“WalMart is a good example. The 
retailer operates 8,400 stores 
worldwide, has more than 2m 
employees and handles over 200m 
customer transactions each week. Its 
revenue last year, around $400 billion, 
is more than the GDP of many entire 
countries. The sheer scale of the data is 
a challenge, admits Rollin Ford, the CIO 
at WalMart’s headquarters in 
Bentonville, Arkansas. We keep a 
healthy paranoia. ”
Data, data everywhere: A special report on 
managing information, © The Economist 
Newspaper Limited, London

Data, data everywhere: A special report on managing 
information, © The Economist Newspaper Limited, London
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Asset Liability

Regulatory compliance
Storage costs

Loss liability
Contractual requirements

Business enablement
Business intelligence

• Fines
• Punishments
• Monetary liability
• Tarnished brand

• Increased revenue
• New market opportunities
• Competitive advantage
• Enhanced brand

Process optimization
Quality improvement
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Organizations collect, produce, and process an enormous amount of data, which 
can be either an asset or a liability

Data Valuation
Viewing data across organization is the first step. The next step is 
realizing that data is both an enterprise asset and enterprise liability.
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Data can actually be beneficial (it increases) the ROA ratio in corporate financial reports. 
Data that supports the business and revenue stream is used to generate and grow earnings. 
However, data itself is not included in the calculation for average assets.

How should data be treated?

Earnings before interest and taxes

Average assets
Return on assets (ROA) =

Corporate balance sheet (assets)
Current assets Cash and cash equivalents

Short-term investments
Accounts receivable, net
Inventories
Other current assets
-----------------------------------
Total current assets

Non-current 
assets

Property and equipment, net
Goodwill
Other non-current assets
-----------------------------------
Total assets

Where is the value for 
data assets captured on 

the balance sheet??

Data can be managed like any other enterprise asset. It can impact the 
return on asset (ROA) ratio.
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Data can be managed like any other enterprise asset, subject to the same net 
business value calculations balancing value, risk, and total cost of ownership.

Analyzing data assets

We define data value as the total life-cycle benefits net of related costs, adjusted for risk 
and (in the case of financial value) for the time value of money

= Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO)--

Net Business 
Value

(+ / -)

Although it is not 
possible to 

calculate an exact 
value for the net 

business value, we 
can calculate 
whether net 

business value is 
positive or negative 
for any given type of 

data.

Data Value

Internal PV to each 

department 

+ Discounted FV to each 

department

+ External PV1

+ Discounted External 

FV1

= Data Business Value

Data Risk

Storage systems 
hardware & software 

cost 

+ Operational and 
personnel costs to 

administer acquisition, 
storage, use, and 

disposal

= TCO

Risk of fines due to 

noncompliance2

+ Risk of fines due to 

loss or misuse 

+ Risk of tarnished 

brand due to loss or 

misuse of PII

= Data Risk

1 If licensed to external 
organizations

2 With domestic and 
international laws and 

regulations

-
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Different types of data have different risk/value profiles.
Enterprise data — Understanding the challenges

Structured

Data assets Information

Value — inherent, 
potential and 
transactional 

Risk — inherent, 
contextual and 
residual 

Unstructured

Digital
High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Manual
Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

“Traditionally, data integration focused on structured data formats stored in databases, but
more recently, the need to integrate with unstructured content and semistructured data
formats has grown. Enterprises want to integrate unstructured content such as images,
videos, binaries, and Word documents with semistructured data such as XML and emails,
which further exacerbates the complexity of data integration, challenging traditional technologies and 
best practices.
“Forrester TechRadarTM: Enterprise Data Integration, Q1 2010,” Forrester Research, Inc., February, 2010
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Key strategic questions…

If the net business value of the data is negative, should 
the data be destroyed? Or should investments be made 

to increase its value?

If the net business value of the data is positive, what 
needs to be done to maintain its benefit? What needs to 

be done to improve its benefit?

?

?
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The data asset ecosystem
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Data Management addresses how an organization manages its data. It is a 
comprehensive set of capabilities that properly manages the data lifecycle 
requirements of an enterprise — via the development and execution of policies, 
procedures, architectures, and use of technologies.

Data lifecycle

Structured

Acquire

Use

Share

Store

Unstructured

Semi-Structured

Dispose

Archive

“…a data-centric security 
approach… extends well beyond 
encryption, covering classification, 
access controls, use monitoring, 
retention, and destruction.”
“Market Overview: IT Security In 2009,” Forrester 
Research, Inc., April, 2009
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Human resources Manufacturing Sales Corporate Legal

Data needs to be managed across an organization
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The data asset ecosystem

Management

Service Delivery

Sustainment
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There are 3 major components to the ecosystem.
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Management

Strategy
Business objectives | Prioritization | Roadmap | Budget and funding

Organization
Leadership | Roles and responsibilities | Coordination | Governance

Policies
Technical | Business process | End user | Customer | Business partner 

Taxonomy
Target data | Meta data

Procedures
Technical | Business process | End user | Customer | Business partner 

Communications, training and awareness
Internal | External

Risk assessment
dDiscovery | Inventory | Classification and profiling | Gap analysis | Risk ranking

Audit and compliance
Self-assessment | Audit | Policies and procedures compliance

Evaluation and adjustment
Performance evaluation | Adjustment plan

Analytics and reporting
Risk metrics | Key performance indicators | Financial metrics | Ongoing monitoring

Strategy

Operations

Governance

Sustainment

A program can 
readily react to 
changes in:
•Regulations
•Technologies
•Consumer 
behaviors 
•Business objectives

An implementation 
roadmap guides 
incremental program 
implementation and 
supports alignment 
across all levels 

A program is an ongoing multi-faceted initiative that provides a 
comprehensive data management framework.
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Service Delivery

Initiative governance
Design | Coordination | Monitoring | Support

Super users and self help
Requirements | Design | Coordination | Support

App level 1 — Service desk 
Routing | Prioritization | Monitoring | Triage

App level 2 — Application/Data management and operations 
Escalation | Patches | Upgrades | Enhancements | Vendors

App level 3 — Application/Data product support 
Escalation | Patches | Upgrades | Enhancements | Vendors

Roadmap
Technical | Vision | Management

App level 4 — Projects and major enhancements
Design | Configuration | Development | Testing | Change Management

Data protection
PKI | Digital Certificates | Encryption | DLP

Operating system management
Backups | Updates | Incidents | Change Management | Connectivity

Hardware management
Support | Incident management | Storage management

Network management (LAN/WAN)
Configuration | Resources/Capacity | Performance | Fault resolution

Business
Services

Solution 
Services

Application/data
Services

Technical 
Services

Common services
•Data quality and 
governance
•Environment 
management
•Release 
management
•Vendors and 
alliances
•Metrics and 
dashboards

A service-oriented model organizes data management in alignment with 
the overall program.
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Sustainment

Integrate requirements into established organizations, processes and 
technologies

Add new or modify current organizations, processes and technologies

Measure effectiveness against established criteria 

External changes — Competitive, market, supply/distribution, laws, 
platforms, regulation, threats

Business model, organizational, technology, process 

Program

Operational

Strategy, policy

Process, technology, organization

Establish 
and 

validate

Identify

Change

Report

Adjust Evaluate

Continuous improvement of the program and associated operations over 
time is needed.

Models for success
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Leveraging data assets to maximize shareholder value

Increase 
customer 

growth

Strengthe
n pricing 

Operating margin

Shareholder 
value

Revenue growth Asset efficiency Risk management

Improve 
SG&A

Improve 
PP&E 

efficiency

Improve 
working 
capital

Mitigate 
corporate/ 
regulatory 

risks

Grow 
investor 

trust

Improve 
cost of 

goods sold

Improve 
planning 

and analysis

“Data are becoming the new raw 
material of business: an economic input 
almost on a par with capital and labour. 
Every day I wake up and ask, ‘how can 
I flow data better, manage data better, 
analyse data better? says Rollin Ford, 
the CIO of WalMart.”
Data, data everywhere: A special report on managing 
information, © The Economist Newspaper Limited, London

“This shift from information scarcity to 
surfeit has broad effects. What we are 
seeing is the ability to have economies 
form around the data and that to me is 
the big change at a societal and even 
macroeconomic level, says Craig 
Mundie, head of research and strategy 
at Microsoft.”
Data, data everywhere: A special report on managing 
information, © The Economist Newspaper Limited, London

Data assets can contribute to shareholder value maximization across 
several key dimensions.

Improve 
working 
capital
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Data protection
Consistent approach and associated methodology, framework and tools 
to accelerate data risk analysis, data mapping, and inventory.

TechTarget, Information Security Magazine – February 2010

“For compliance-minded enterprises, 
data protection is a top issue. After all, 
standards such as PCI are all about 
protecting data. Security breach laws 
also often provide exemptions for 
encrypted data. Despite flat security 
budgets, 23 percent of survey 
respondents say they expect to spend 
more on data protection—including 
encryption, data loss prevention and 
database access controls..”
TechTarget, Information Security Magazine – February 2010
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Enterprise Data Management

Implementing a single, real-time, 
integrated version of data supports 
business intelligence than can help 
enterprises:
•Expand markets
•Better understand customers
•Cross-sell/up-sell more effectively
•Achieve business agility required for 
M&A, globalization, and integration of 
supply-chain and collaboration with 
partners

Addressing data management in an integrated, disciplined fashion can 
help maximize business value of information within and external to the 
enterprise.

Contract 
compliance 

analytics

Outsourced 
analytics

Continuous 
auditing

Data analysis 
enablement

Data management 
strategy

Data assessment & 
profiling

Data 
remediation/

cleansing
Data 

conversion 
validation Data 

quality 
monitoring

Continuous
monitoring

Data 
reconciliations

Statistical 
analysis

Sampling

Record to 
report

Order to 
cash

Procure 
to pay

Purchase 
cards

Human 
resources

Financial & 
operational

Business 
process

Systems

Internal

Share 
holder 
value
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Business units

Executive sponsor

Finance
• Data owner
• Data steward
• Data manager
• Data user

Sales
• Data owner
• Data steward
• Data manager
• Data user

R&D
• Data owner
• Data steward
• Data manager
• Data user

Operations
• Data owner
• Data steward
• Data manager
• Data user

HR
• Data owner
• Data steward
• Data manager
• Data user

Data governance
Definition and management of data creation, usage, quality, ownership, 
distribution, auditing, reporting, and architecture.

“It’s important to design data governance programs specifically for an organization's 
culture and current processes. There’s no “cookie-cutter” template.”
Trends Shaping Data Management, Hannah Smalltree, SearchDataManagement.com
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Data risk intelligence map

Risk intelligence

Governance Strategy and 
planning Operations/ infrastructure Compliance Reporting

Reporting

Compliance with 
accounting standards and 

policies
Financial disclosures Financial information 

availability Management reportingFinancial statement fraud

Regulatory reporting Reporting quality Statutory reporting Tax reportingSustainability reporting

• Inaccurate financial 
reporting due to lack of 
data integrity

• Lack of data integrity 
leading to increased 
compliance risks and 
costs

• Incorrect disclosures or 
missed events due to 
lack of data integrity

• Inadequate management 
discussion and analysis 
of events that may 
require a disclosure

• Unavailability of data 
required to report on 
financial activities and 
positions to stakeholders 
in a timely manner 

• Loss of key attributes 
during data conversion 
projects

• Failure to implement 
segregation of duties 
and role-based access to 
sensitive financial data

• Undetected financial 
fraud due to failure to 
protect data

• Inability to report on key 
metrics and/or prevent 
the effective sharing of 
information throughout 
the financial processes 

• Ineffective presentation 
of financial information

• Lack of data integrity 
within and throughout 
the financial reporting 
systems 

• Material weaknesses in 
the reporting of 
effectiveness of internal 
controls

• Inappropriate reporting 
quality and assurances 
around data quality and 
integrity 

• Lack of data integration 
to achieve synergies 
throughout the various 
reporting processes

• Inability to integrate 
enterprise wide data to 
identify and respond to 
jurisdictional reporting 
requirements 

• Lack of data integrity 
within and throughout 
the reporting systems 
resulting in incorrect 
statutory reporting

• Inability to provide 
assurances around 
sustainability due to lack 
of data integrity

• Incorrect tax payments 
resulting in overpayment

• Fines/penalties due to 
underpayment

• Failure to manage data 
holistically may lead to 
increased tax 
preparation costs

Executives and managers will find the data risk intelligence map useful in identifying risks 
that apply to their organizations.

Provides a unique view of the pervasive, evolving, and interconnected 
nature of risk.
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Reference architecture
The technology suite offers a common set of services that are consistently 
applied across the IT systems landscape.
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Background
The company collects, creates, stores and manages large volumes of information assets, including personal information 
and intellectual property, which are critical to the company’s key operational capabilities. 

Case Study #1 — Large biotechnology company

Business problem
Ineffective protection of these information assets can lead 
to non-compliance with legal and regulatory requirements 
and loss of asset value, impacting the overall financials of 
the company. The fundamental nature of information as an 
asset makes it difficult to protect. The information is exists 
in large volumes throughout the organization, and is 
constantly increasing in volume and distribution to 
extended partners and affiliates in many forms. Moreover 
the characteristics of information change throughout its 
lifecycle making it difficult to discover. 

Solution objectives
• Accommodate growing amount of data
• Be responsive to regulatory and legal requests
• Estimate, manage, and mitigate financials risk
• Maximize data value 
• Ensure the right type and amount of data is collected
• Establish ongoing data program management
• Implement enabling technologies 
– Information management
– Enterprise search
– Data leakage protection

Year 1 Year 2

Discovery Information management

Privacy and data protection

Data quality and integrity

Records management

Enterprise risk and information management strategy
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Business processes are supported by one or more information assets, which in turn may be supported by 
multiple distinct data elements. Data is a raw material, but it is rarely considered, valued or protected 
accordingly.

Business process focus

Information asset: applications, infrastructure, and facilities where information is created, received, and maintained by an 
organization or person, in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of business

Unstructured

Print output

Photos, graphics, 
video

Online messaging

Web 
content

Paper documents 
and files

Email
Fax and
Images

Electronic
Documents

Business process

Data asset Data asset

Data element Data element Data element

Structured

Databases
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Background
The company provides hospitals and physicians with advanced, highly specialized diagnostic testing. The company’s vision 
is to use the in-depth results from its cutting-edge tests to fuel development of new diagnostic services, and to position itself 
as a key player in emerging areas such as Health Information Exchange (HIE) and personalized medicine.

Case Study #2 — Leading bio-tech company

Business problem
After growing rapidly through a series of acquisitions, it 
found itself with a collection of independent businesses 
each operating with a different set of systems and 
processes. This siloed approach was costly and inefficient. 
Even worse, it prevented the company from using its test 
results to drive research and development innovation, 
which was a strategic necessity. Also, the company’s 
laboratory operations had become a bottleneck and were 
struggling to handle peak daily testing volumes. This made 
it hard to deliver timely and responsive customer service.

Solution objectives
• Analyze, streamline, and standardize business 

processes and operations.
• Implement a variety of new systems and IT platforms 

such as a customer relationship management system, 
business intelligence tools, a security and identity 
management platform, and a web portal for ordering lab 
tests.

• Architect and implement a new technology 
infrastructure, including WAN upgrades, a new 
integration platform, and a new data center 

• Design a service-oriented architecture and enterprise 
data model.

• Manage vendor-led system implementations for billing, 
laboratory operations, document management (including 
integrated faxing), and system development tools.
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Keep in mind:
• Data is an asset
• Data requires a program, not a bunch 

of projects

Follow a logical approach:
• Form a strategy
• Discover and inventory data
• Classify the data
• Establish an ongoing program to 

implement data governance, quality, 
and protection throughout the data 
lifecycle

• Audit and monitor the effectiveness of 
the program 

Cornerstone of a comprehensive and effective approach
Key success criteria

Structured

Acquire

Use

Share

Store

Unstructured

Semi-Structured

Dispose

Archive

Strategy

Discovery inventory

Classification/protection profiles

Audit and compliance

Data governance, quality, and protection 
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